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BIOLOGIST: Alex Jordan, a biologist from the University of Konstanz in Germany, inspects a fish with a barcode on its head. Researchers at the university are using the fish to look into swarm 
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The Mall Cinema (1): Throne 
Of Elves (2D) 2:30pm; Daivame 
Kaithozham K. Kumarakanam 
(Malayalam) 4:30pm; Braven 
(2D) 7:15pm; Pad Man (Hindi) 
9pm; Pad Man (Hindi) 11:30pm.
The Mall Cinema (2): Pad Man 
(Hindi) 3pm; JUMANJI: Welcome 
To The Jungle (2D) 5:30pm; 
The 15.17 To Paris (2D) 7:30pm; 
Den Of Thieves (2D) 9:15pm; 
Winchester (2D) 11:30pm.
The Mall Cinema (3): 
Tholiprema (Telugu) 2:30pm; 
Throne Of Elves (2D) 5:15pm; 
Winchester (2D) 7pm; MAZE 
RUNNER:Thedeath Cure (2D) 
8:45pm; Kalakalappu 2 (Tamil) 
11:30pm.
Landmark Cinema (1): Pad 
Man (Hindi) 2:30pm; Tholiprema 
(Telugu) 5pm; Winchester 
(2D) 7:30pm; Winchester (2D) 
9:15pm; Kalakalappu 2 (Tamil) 
11pm.

Landmark Cinema (2): Throne 
Of Elves (2D) 2:30pm; Throne 
Of Elves (2D) 4:15pm; JUMANJI: 
Welcome To The Jungle (2D) 
6pm; The 15.17 To Paris (2D) 
8pm; Braven (2D) 9:45pm; Den 
Of Thieves (2D) 11:30pm.
Landmark Cinema (3): 
Daivame Kaithozham K. 
Kumarakanam (Malayalam) 
3pm; Pad Man (Hindi) 6pm; 
MAZE RUNNER:Thedeath Cure 
(2D) 8:30pm; Pad Man (Hindi) 
11pm.
Royal Plaza Cinema Palace 
(1): Pad Man (Hindi) 2:30pm; 
JUMANJI: Welcome To The 
Jungle (2D) 5pm; Den Of 
Thieves (2D) 7:30pm; The 15.17 
To Paris (2D) 9:45pm; Pad Man 
(Hindi) 11:30pm.

Royal Plaza Cinema Palace 
(2): Daivame Kaithozham K. 
Kumarakanam (Malayalam) 
2:15pm; Throne Of Elves (2D) 
5pm; Braven (2D) 7pm; Pad Man 
(Hindi) 8:45pm; Braven (2D) 
11:30pm.
Royal Plaza Cinema 
Palace (3): Throne Of 
Elves (2D) 2:30pm; MAZE 
RUNNER:Thedeath Cure (2D) 
4:30pm; Winchester (2D) 7pm; 
Kalakalappu 2 (Tamil) 9pm; 
Winchester (2D) 11:45pm.
Asian Town Cinema: Pad Man 
(Hindi) 6:30pm; Pad Man (Hindi) 
9:15pm; Carbon (Malayalam) 
6pm; Queen (Malayalam) 
8:45pm; Carbon (Malayalam) 
11:30pm; Kalakalappu 2 (Tamil) 
6:15pm; Kalakalappu 2 (Tamil) 
9:15pm; Kalakalappu 2 (Tamil) 
12:15am; Daivame (Malayalam) 
7pm; Daivame (Malayalam) 
10pm

PRAYER TIME
Fajr 4.54am
Shorooq (sunrise) 6.11am
Zuhr (noon) 11.48am
Asr (afternoon) 3.01pm
Maghreb (sunset) 5.27pm
Isha (night) 6.57pm

If you 
love someone, set 

them free. If they come 
back they’re yours; if they 

don’t they never were. 
— Richard Bach

The 15:17 To Paris 
DIRECTION: Clint Eastwood
CAST: Jenna Fischer, Judy Greer, Thomas Lennon
SYNOPSIS: From Clint Eastwood comes The 15:17 to Paris, 

which tells the real-life story of three men whose brave act 
turned them into heroes during a high-speed railway ride. 

In the early evening of August 21, 2015, the world watched in 
stunned silence as the media reported a thwarted terrorist 
attack on Thalys train #9364 bound for Paris—an attempt 
prevented by three courageous young Americans travelling 
through Europe. 

THEATRES:  Royal Plaza, Landmark, The Mall

Tholi Prema
DIRECTION: Venky Atluri
CAST: Varun Tej, Raashi Khanna, Suhasini
SYNOPSIS: Tholi Prema is a Telugu romantic comedy fi lm. 

The story follows the life of a guy called Aditya who does not 
have anything to look forward to in life until Varsha comes 
along. The movie is a classic case of love at fi rst sight. always.

THEATRES: The Mall, Royal Plaza, Landmark
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EVENTS

The Obstacle Course
WHERE: DHFC, Centre Court 
WHEN: Today
TIME: 10am – 8 pm
Overcoming obstacles takes both 

individual fitness and teamwork. Challenge 
your family on the obstacles course if you 
think you have what it takes! Centre Court 
will be home to seven obstacles; from 
hurdle jumps, tire hops and balance beams 
to wall climbs – this is a chance to test your 
all-round ability!

Test your skills
WHERE:  DHFC, South Food Court 
WHEN: Today
TIME: 10am – 8pm
Kids of all ages can come and try out 

their putting skills at the mini golf station, 
then test their accuracy at the tennis 
themed accuracy wall! Using a unique 
combination of pool and football, teams of 
two will also have the chance to win at the 
foot-pool table.

Kitajenko Conducts Shostakovich 10
WHERE: Katara Opera House
WHEN: Feb 17
TIME: 7:30pm
There are no refunds or exchanges. 

Children 6 years of age and older may 
attend any concert with ticket purchase. 
Family concerts accept 3 years and older. 
Audience members with inappropriately 
informal attire including shorts or 
beachwear will not be seated. Out of respect 
for the musicians and fellow audience 
members please silence your mobile phones 
and refrain from flash photography. Seating 
begins 20 minutes before performances. 
Latecomers cannot be seated during the 
concert.

Team Qatar Sports Village
WHERE: Aspire Park
WHEN: Today
TIME: 8:30am - 4pm
Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) is 

joining forces with the country’s national 
sports federations for this year’s Team 
Qatar Sports Village. This special village 
will have different sporting activities 
such as from basketball, gymnastics and 
athletics, Taekwondo and weightlifting. 
The public can visit the village at Aspire 
Park between 8:30 am and 4 pm. The14 
national sporting federations to form the 
Team Qatar Sports Village will include 
Gymnastics, Athletics, Weightlifting, 
Basketball, Judo/Taekwondo, Hockey, 
Tennis, Sailing, Fencing, Boxing/Wrestling, 
Golf, Table Tennis, Volleyball and School 
Sports. Other federations are also holding 
activities across Qatar on Tuesday. Try out 
shooting at Lusail Shooting Range; or check 
out golf at Katara, together with handball, 
equestrian, rowing, cycling, triathlon, 
air sports, karate and rugby activities. A 
swimming open day will also be taking 
place at Hamad Aquatic Centre. Qatar 
Women’s Sport Committee will hold its 
activities within its premises in Al Waab.

HH The Emir’s Sword Festival 
WHERE: Qatar Racing and Equestrian 

Club
WHEN: Feb 24
TIME: 1:00pm-3:00pm
Dresses and skirts should be of modest 

length (defined as falling just above the 
knee or longer) and shoulders should be 
covered. For ladies looking to give a final 
touch to their attire, Emily- London, 
British millinery label, specialising in 
exclusive and handmade headwear (www.

emily-london.com) will be available for 
purchase at the racecourse.

Fitness with Yoga
WHERE: MIA Park, Corniche
WHEN: Feb 23
TIME: 8:30am to 10am
Indian Sports Centre is conducting free 

“Fitness with Yoga” sessions at MIA Park as 
part of QNSD celebrations. Come and enjoy 
outdoor session of Yoga with your family 
and friends. Entry is free. For any inquiry, 
whatsApp at 55646693.

Marketing through Social Media
Where: Today
When: Tornado Tower, West Bay
HEC Paris In Qatar is offering an 

Executive Short Program in “Marketing 
through Social Media” with  Kristine de 
Valck, HEC Paris Associate Professor of 
Marketing.

http://www.qatar.exed.hec.edu/
executive-short-programs

Halal Qatar Festival
WHERE: Katara Parking Area 01
WHEN: March 2 to 10
The theme of the festival centers on a 

distinct feature of our heritage, one that 
is drawn from deep within the deserts of 
Qatar sheep and goat breeding. The festival 
will present specific methods that help in 
breeding and raising sheep and will also 
showcase numerous traditional events 
along with educational and recreational 
activities. Here is an opportunity to revive 
the Qatari heritage and relive their simple 
lives amidst the dunes, at Al-Mazain, 
Al-Mazad Auction, and sheep barns 
presentation at Katara.

Qatar Running Series
WHERE: MIA Park
WHEN: ongoing till April 13
TIME: 7am
Get ready for Qatar Running Series at 

MIA Park. The events will take place in Mia 
Park and comprise of distances ranging 
from 3k to 10k. All events will be run on 
accurately measured short courses with 
multiple laps and will be restricted to a 
maximum of 130 participants.

Mall of Qatar Fun Fair
WHERE: Mall Of Qatar
WHEN: Until April 15
The Mall of Qatar has expanded to 

bring you “Doha’s best outdoor theme 
park”. Come with your family and friends 
to enjoy the new rides and attractions – 
Trampoline, Giant Slide, Wind Tunnel, 
Disco Tagada, Meltdown, Surfing and much 
more to enjoy with family and friends. 
Come all and enjoy life.

Souq Waqif Spring Festival
WHERE: Souq Waqif
WHEN: Ongoing
TIME: Evening
Souq Waqif is hosting Spring Festival 

events until April 25. The festival is 
organised by the Organizing Committee 
of the Private Engineering Office. This 
year’s festival offers a range of family-

friendly fun including parades, shows, 
plays, music featuring top stars and 
children’s entertainment. Spring Festival 
will also present fine arts events in the 
various sections of Souq Waqif Arts Center, 
including workshops directed to all visitors.

Foodex Qatar 2018
WHEN: May 3-5
WHERE: Doha Exhibition and 

Convention Centre
Qatar is the most urbanised nation 

among the GCC states. Urban lifestyles 
have raised the standard of living of 
individuals and changed their eating 
pattern, resulting in a shift in the diet 
towards protein rich foods as well as 
packaged and fast food. Consumption of 
such premium products has contributed to 
the growth of the food industry. FOODEX 
will strengthen the Qatari food industry 
to meet the standards of rising expatriate 
population, tourism, and developing tastes 
of Western foods.

Remote-controlled car racing track
WHERE: Aspire Park
WHEN: Thu, Fri, Sat
TIME: 4pm-10pm
Aspire Zone Foundation has created a 

custom-made track specially designed 
for remote-control car racing, for car 
lovers across Doha. Interested motorsport 
enthusiasts can try the race track opposite 
the Aspire Academy, from 4pm to 10pm on 
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays.

Outdoor and five-a-side football 
pitches

WHERE: Aspire Zone
WHEN: Daily
TIME: 7pm-11pm
Aspire Zone’s five-a-side football 

outdoor pitches opposite Al Waab Street 
are available every day from 7pm until 11pm 
from Sundays to Thursdays, and on Fridays 
and Saturdays from 7am-11pm.

Mahaseel Festival
WHEN: Thu, Fri, Sat
WHERE: Katara
TIME: 9am-10pm
Visitors to the festival can expect a 

variety of products from local vegetables, 
flowers, honey and meat, poultry and 
diary items. For those of you looking for 
traditional Qatari food, there will also be 
stalls selling homemade foods such as 
Machbous. Farm-grown goods include 
aubergines, peppers, cucumbers, tomatoes, 
courgettes, cauliflower, herbs, and chilies. 
There are also animal products such as 
chicken, milk, cheese and eggs from Qatari 
companies like Baladna and Al Waha 
Poultry Company.

B.Square Mall Grand Event
WHERE: Al Thumama, Doha
WHEN: Ongoing

TIME: 6:30pm
The only mall in Qatar dedicated to 

entertainment, B.Square Mall will occupy 
a total space of 26,000 sq.m and 250 car 
parking spaces, as well as provide a range 
of shopping, services, and entertainment 
options.

Torba Farmers Market
WHERE: Education City
WHEN: Ongoing
TIME: 9am
Qatar Foundation (QF) has partnered 

with Torba Farmers Market, a Qatar-based 
initiative that aims to deliver organic and 
locally-grown food and homemade products, 
to host a weekly market in Education City. 
Open to the public, the market be held at 
QF’s Ceremonial Court, accessible from gate 
2, every Thursday from 9am-4pm and every 
Friday from 8am-11am and 2pm-5pm.The 
name ‘Torba’ is derived from Arabic, and 
means “the pure soil that feeds, nourishes, 
and nurtures.” A wide range of fresh, locally-
grown items will be on off er, including 
organic fruits and vegetables, homemade 
preserves, syrups, and butters, as well as 
handicrafts and gardening supplies.

Breakdance Classes
WHEN: Sunday-Wednesday
Breakdancing is part of the Hip Hop culture 

that originated in New York and has since 
spread all over the world. Breakdancing is an 
athletic and acrobatic style of dancing, which 
can often appear to defy the laws of physics. 
This extreme dance-sport uses tremendous 
upper-body strength for tricks and poses and 
a great way to get into shape and have fun. 
Register now by calling 33003839 or e-mail 
registration@atelierqatar.com

Zumba Session
WHERE: Bin Omran 
WHEN: Sundays 
 TIME: 7pm - 8pm
Participate in Zumba Sessions (Adults) 

every Sunday. For more information call 
33003839 or registration@atelierqatar.com 

Salsa Nights
WHERE: The Irish Harp-Sheraton Grand 

Doha 
WHEN: Every Wednesday
TIME: 9pm
Get ready for some Latin beats every 

Wednesday night, where all the salseros and 
salseras in town meet and party all night. 
Entry is QR50 for gents. Ladies enter free. For 
details call 4485 3000.

Off  -Road biking tour
WHERE: Zekreet
WHEN: Fridays
Blue Pearl Experience Qatar is off ering the 

country’s fi rst off -road biking tour. Ride in 
the desert on a fat bike to explore the local 
fl ora and fauna spot desert wildlife, hike 
up jebels, chill in the magic of the Richard 
Serra statues and this unique landscape. 
Participants will get to cross the desert 
riding fat bikes from Zekreet to the Richard 
Serra statues, on a route of approximately 
13kms. The route is easy to ride and suitable 
for people with average fi tness. You must 
be able to ride. Kids aged 9 and older are 
also welcome. The fee is QR 220 (QR190 
for ages 9-14) and includes bike and safety 
equipment. The activity lasts about 2.5 hours.

 Compiled by Nausheen Shaikh. E-mail: gtlisting@gmail.com, Events and timings subject to change
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Group thinking, scientists 
retrace swarm behaviour

OBSERVER: Alex holds a cichlid that’s been trained to associate food with a certain colour. The fish is diff erentiated from others with a head tag.

Swarm behaviour off ers advantages to each member of the group, making it easier, 

for example, to find food. Researchers at a university in Germany are looking into 

the collective behaviour of animals to see if there is any information to be gleaned 

regarding human groups.. By Kathrin Drinkuth and Felix Kaestle

A
t fi rst glance, the tiny 
fi sh look a little lost. 
The cichlids swim 
about in their tank; 
now and then, one of 

them leaves the group then re-
joins it a few minutes later.

Alex Jordan thinks the fi sh 

are doing more than just milling 
about – the biologist from the 
University of Konstanz in Germany 
is researching how they behave 
in shoals – or to be more precise, 
how the behaviour of the group 
infl uences the individual and vice 
versa.

“With the help of new 
technology, we’re able to research 
collective behaviour anew,” says 
Jordan.

Before, scientists primarily 
examined the behaviour of 
individuals, simply because it 
wasn’t possible, or was very 

laborious, to study a whole group 
at the same time.

“Before, it was always ‘one 
diver, one fi sh,’” Jordan says. “Now 
we have the technology to, for 
example, examine the movement 
of animals in groups by using 
multiple cameras.”

In 2016, a top research centre 
dedicated to swarm and collective 
behaviour was created at Konstanz 
University, with computer graphics 
and data analysis experts called in, 
as well as behaviour biologists.

Using analysis and visualisation 
of the movement data from big 
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groups of animals, the scientists 
want to create new approaches 
towards the research of swarm 
behaviour and group dynamics 
among animals.

In one experiment, for example, 
Jordan and his colleagues are 
examining how groups pass on 
information among themselves.

It works like this: One of the 
cichlids is taught to diff erentiate 

between a yellow and a blue light 
– when one colour is on, there is 
food. When the other colour is on, 
there’s no food.

When the fi sh returns to the 
group, the other can learn from 
him by gradually copying his 
behaviour. The scientists recognise 
the fi rst fi sh because he’s carrying 
a small plate with a barcode on his 
head.

As they observed the fi sh, the 
scientists noticed something 
interesting: When that fi sh 
separated himself at the beginning 
of the experiment and swam to 
the yellow light, against the tide 
of other fi sh, because he knew it 
meant food, his behaviour received 
more notice from the other fi sh 
than when it was a more dominant 
fi sh.

“The dominant fi sh swim about 
a lot anyway,” says Jordan. So at 
fi rst, the other fi sh don’t notice any 
diff erence in their behaviour.

But what use is such 
information?

Jens Krause, from the Berlin-
based Leibniz-Institute of 
Freshwater Ecology and Inland 
Fisheries, has one example.

His team has compared models 

of how fi sh shoals behave with 
group behaviour in humans. 
“We looked, for example, at how 
animals moved in the group,” he 
says. The team discovered that it 
takes only a few animals with a 
directional preference to steer an 
entire group.

The scientists tested their theory 
out on groups of up to 200 people.

“Big groups of people can also 
be steered by just a few who know 
where they’re going,” he says.   

Swarm behaviour research also 
provides valuable insights into 
decision-making processes.

“We looked at how doctors 
diagnose breast and skin cancers,” 
Krause says. In the second step, 
the scientists looked at how their 
knowledge could be improved with 
collective intelligence methods.

The result: If you compare the 
diagnoses of at least three doctors, 
the result will be better than that of 
the best doctor in the group.

From that, the scientists 
concluded that collective decision-
making is often better than that of 
the individual. – DPA

Alex Jordan 
thinks the fish 
are doing more 
than just milling 
about – the 
biologist from 
the University 
of Konstanz 
in Germany is 
researching how 
they behave 
in shoals – or 
to be more 
precise, how the 
behaviour of the 
group influences 
the individual 
and vice versa

GROUP THINKING: The study concludes that collective decision-making in humans is often better than that of the individual.

DIFFERENT: A fish with barcode on its head in order to diff erentiate it from others, swims at a tank 
at the University of Konstanz in Germany. MARKED: Two other cichlids, with barcodes on their heads.
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Oryx Rotana Doha celebrates QNSD

Team of TKM College of Engineering alumni, sponsored by ADASTRA, is celebrating after entering in to the quarter-finals of Engineers 
Forum volley ball competition at Qatar Sports Club.

ABA Group hosts 11th 
annual Olympic Day
Employees of Ali Bin Ali (ABA) Group and their families will 
once again come together to celebrate a day of sports and 
entertainment.
ABA Group will host its 11th annual Olympic Day on the 
occasion of Qatar’s National Sport Day (QNSD). Preparations 
are on to stage the event at Al Arabi Sports Club from 
9:30am onwards.
Buoyed by the success of previous editions of the initiative, 
ABA Group is expecting about 4,000 employees and 
their families to join in the fun, sporting activities and 
entertainment lined up for them.

On the occasion of Qatar National Sport 
Day (QNSD), Oryx Rotana Doha announces 
an array of celebratory offers on sports 
subscriptions.
Keen on promoting physical activities, 
Oryx Rotana Doha encourages its guests, 
visitors and employees to embrace exercise 
throughout the year.
To make the QNSD more special, Oryx 
Rotana Doha is offering a discount of 50% 
on yearly membership of Bodylines Fitness 
and Wellness club. The offer is valid for 
those availing membership from today to 
February 15. In addition to this, guests can 
get one month free membership when 
they register for one month membership, 
and three months free when they take 
membership for three months.
Further, the guests will enjoy a free night 
stay for every QR500 spent at any of the 

hotel’s food and beverage outlets till March 
15,
The Bodylines Fitness and Wellness club 
membership allows guests to enjoy all kind 
of sports, steam rooms, Sauna, Jacuzzi and 
access to the swimming pool. A special 
discount on swimming lessons with the 
personal trainer is also offered. The club 
welcomes its guests 24 hours a day and 
seven days a week.
On this occasion, Mark Timbrell, General 
Manager of Oryx Rotana said, “It’s a great 
honour for us to celebrate QNSD this 
year. While we’re one in this celebration, 
promoting a healthy lifestyle is a year-round 
commitment for Oryx Rotana Doha. And 
we can assure the local community that 
they can continue to rely on us in providing 
them the tools to make their fitness journey 
achievable.”

MES gears up for Qatar National Sport Day
As part of the preparation for the 
Qatar National Sport Day (QNSD) 
celebrations, MES Indian School 
recently conducted a wide range of 
sporting activities for the students on 
its campus.
A large number of students from 
diff erent sections participated in 
diff erent sports.
For the students of boys’ section, 
tug of war, athletic relay and soccer 
matches were conducted, while the 
girl’s section students performed 
aerobics and competed in obstacle 
race and various other athletic 
events. Junior section students 
participated in a class-wise football 
competition, passing the ball and 
relay competition.
Principal off iciating Hameeda Kader 
gave trophies to the winners.

KM alumni team reaches quarterfinals 
of Engineers Forum volleyball contest
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Aligarh Muslim University Alumni Association Qatar holds get-together
Aligarh Muslim University Alumni Association Qatar (AMUAAQ) recently organised its first alumni meet of the 2018 session under the managing committee presided over by Jawed Ahmad.
Over 110 alumni attended the meet held at Al Dafna Park. A grand homemade/potluck lunch was also organised as a part of the meet. The meet was co-ordinated by Zeyaul Haque, Javed Sultan, Danish 
Ali khan and Farman Khan and was supported by women. The added attraction of the meet was kite flying, the musical games for kids and women. Winners and runners up were presented with prizes.

IOSH Qatar conducts training workshop
IOSH Qatar branch recently held a meeting at Radisson Blu Hotel. During the meeting, Branch 
Chairman Peter Bohan gave presentation on subject of ‘Leadership & Culture why it is important’.
Texas A&M Engineering Grad’ Students Moustafa Ali, Ibrahim Daoudi and Shaikh Nawayd spoke 
about ‘Review and Analysis of Incidents in the World from 2016 to 2017.’

Earlier Peter Bohan welcomed and briefed all the participants about the updates of IOSH Qatar 
branch’s activities.
IOSH is the world’s biggest professional health and safety membership organisation, campaigning 
on issues that aff ect millions of working people.

LIS organises Science, Arts and Crafts Exhibition
Loyola International School (LIS) recently organised third-edition of mega Science, Arts and Crafts 
Exhibition “REFLECTIONS.”
As many as 600 exhibits were displayed by over 400 students from Kindergarten to Class VI with 

each class working on a diff erent theme..
It was not just students who had put up their exhibits, even teachers got themselves involved with 
interesting themes like Solar System, road safety, and mass communication.



ARIES
March 21 — April 19

CANCER
June 21 — July 22

LIBRA
September 23 — October 22

CAPRICORN
December 22 — January 19

TAURUS
April 20 — May 20

LEO
July 23 — August 22

SCORPIO
October 23 — November 21

AQUARIUS
January 20 — February 18

GEMINI
May 21 — June 20

VIRGO
August 23 — September 22

SAGITTARIUS
November 22 — December 21

PISCES
February 19 — March 20

There is a rough stubbornness to the day that you may find hinders your 

progress, Aries. There may be undercurrents of opposition that are slowly 

wearing away at your psyche. Make sure that you don’t fall into the trap of 

feeling guilt or regret. These are useless emotions that you simply can do 

without. If people are being negative or unreasonable, simply walk away 

from the situation and find a better one.

Things that require restriction and discipline on your part may be causing 

tension and opposition in your world today, Cancer. The good news is that 

your mind is clear and you should feel in tune with the people around you. 

Know your allies and take care of them. Remind others of how much they 

mean to you. The most important aspects of your life are your friends and 

family, so treat them with unconditional love.

A little foreign culture could be the thing you need right now to spice 

things up a bit, Libra. It could be that you aren’t feeling a very strong 

connection with the environment around you. You could be anxious to 

spread your wings and explore your freedom. Start small but think big. Get 

out of your rut and do more exploring on your own. 

You’ll find that a sensitive mind that’s open to everything and every 

possibility is exactly the thing you need at this time in order to be 

successful in reaching all the goals you’re working toward, Capricorn. 

You’ll find that your sense of duty and need for plans and solid goals are 

key elements for getting to where you need to be. Gather information and 

create a plan of attack that is well thought out.

There are forces working in your favour that you should be sure to latch 

onto and take advantage of, Taurus. You’ll find that your sense of duty and 

ability to plan are paying off  in a very positive way. You’ll find that you’re 

able to check quite a few things off  your list today. Think before you act 

and take a time-out to rest and regroup if you need to.

Your internal fire may be feeling a bit smothered by a fierce reality check 

today, Leo. Give people the benefit of the doubt. They are more perceptive 

than you may think. In fact, it may behoove you to get some honest 

feedback today from some people you trust. It could be diff icult for you to 

sort out the truth in your present situation, since you’re the one caught in 

the middle of the maelstrom. Consider the perspective of another.

Some days it may be hard for you to get motivated, Scorpio, but if ever 

there were a day in which it was easier than others, this would be the day. 

You’ll find that your mind is quite attuned to the situation around you and 

that your sense of grounding is helping you manifest that which you wish 

to bring to life. There’s a sense of time restriction and limitation to the day 

that is prodding you to act now.

Today is a good day to be receptive to other people’s energies, 

Aquarius. You’ll find that a sensitive attitude toward the people around 

you, combined with a bit of hard work and willingness to fulfil your 

responsibilities, will make for an unstoppable winning combination. Use 

this day to collect data and plan your goals. Take responsibility for your 

actions and don’t be afraid to admit your mistakes.

Missed connections and unfortunate misunderstandings will happen less 

frequently if you slow down and focus. Remember that you can do things 

yourself, Gemini. Don’t feel like you absolutely need approval from others 

before tackling the projects that you wish to complete. Your mind is urging 

you to take the initiative today, so feel free to do so. Just make sure you 

aren’t too hasty in your actions. 

Careful planning on your part is starting to pay off , Virgo, but be careful 

that you don’t alienate others in your quest to be the best. You may not 

realise how your harsh words aff ect the people around you. Be more 

sensitive to the feelings of others. Focus and be brave in your actions. 

Hesitation may cause you to lose control of the situation. Know your 

boundaries, but push beyond them.

You may feel a bit of restriction working to hold you back from your 

current plans today, Sagittarius. It could be that your mind is feeling 

restless and that you’re anxious to go, but there’s a feeling of discipline and 

caution nagging you and urging you to slow down. This might not be a bad 

idea. Discipline and willpower may be exactly the things you need in order 

to get where you’re going.

You’ll find that your mind is sharp and penetrating today, Pisces. Make sure 

you stay focused and organised. You have the power of discipline behind 

you that will help you manifest quite a bit on a day like today. Keep in mind 

that your openness to others and your incredible sensitivity are some of 

your greatest gifts. Use your power to create prosperity for yourself, but do 

it without hurting or manipulating others.

W
ith warm weather knocking 
at the door, it’s time to 
rejuvenate your space and 
rid the home of winter 
clutter. While it may be 

the perfect time of year for a refresh, it can 
be challenging to fi nd exciting new ways to 
decorate. With top design trends in mind, 
here are four simple solutions to spring into a 
new look this season.

Mixed materials
To entertain the eye, co-ordinate 

mixed materials and beautiful textures in 
unexpected ways. From a warm Champagne 
Bronze fi nish juxtaposed against matte white 
tiles, to espresso-stained wood contrasted 
with clean marble, this trend is all about 
bringing the unexpected together to create 
a unifi ed design aesthetic. Quick refreshes 
to any room can include accessories such as 
modern paintings or wall planters and potted 
succulents. These quick additions serve as 
simple ways to complement what is already 
in the room, eliminating the need for a full 
redesign.

Global inspiration
As an increasingly connected society, 

incorporating design inspiration from around 
the globe has become an ever-present trend 
that is sure to make an impact. Infl uenced 
by the most cosmopolitan cities around the 
world, the Pivotal single handle bath faucet 

serves as a beautiful centrepiece for the 
vanity. With clean lines and contemporary 
form, this collection is perfectly suited for all 
generations and all style preferences – from 
millennial to baby boomer. While simple 
in design, Pivotal makes a bold, modern 
statement with its sleek handles and angular 
spout. To further amplify the contemporary 
aesthetic, focus on simplicity by installing 
mirrored cabinets to store toiletries. For a 
more traditional look, pair a stainless faucet 
fi nish with warm cabinetry such as toasted 
almond oak.

Wallpaper wonder
For people who choose to rent instead of 

purchase, creating the warm, comfortable 
environment we all know and love can be a 
challenge. Removable wallpaper is a great 
way to implement a design refresh and 
make a temporary space feel like home. The 
beauty lies within the name – it’s removable! 
Intricate designs and lively patterns are now 
easily accessible; perfect for an accent wall 
that needs a pop of colour. If you yearn for a 
new design, simply remove the existing paper 
and replace with a new pattern.

Bejewelled beauty
This spring, channel your inner artist and 

incorporate a sense of vibrancy into living 
spaces. Jewelled tones are experiencing a 
resurgence this year, proving there is no 
better way to energise a space than with a 

brilliant emerald green or a lively turquoise 
accent. If the idea of painting a room is too 
daunting, opt for smaller updates that bring a 
punch of colour. Thrift stores are great places 
to fi nd unique accessories or that perfect 
piece of furniture, such as an ottoman or 

tufted bench that can be re-covered with a 
rich magenta or sapphire blue fabric. These 
easy art projects serve as a great afternoon 
project that can refresh a neutral space.

©Brandpoint

4 design upgrades for a summer refresh
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 Adam

Pooch Cafe

Garfield

Bound And Gagged

Codeword

Wordsearch

Every  letter of the alphabet is used at least once. 
Squares with the same number in have the same letter 
in. Work out which number represents which letter. 

Pu
zz

le
s 

co
ur

te
sy

: P
uz

zl
ec

ho
ic

e.
co

m

Wild West

Sudoku

Sudoku is a puzzle based 

on a 9x9 grid. The grid is 

also divided into nine (3x3) 

boxes. You are given a 

selection of values and to 

complete the puzzle, you 

must fill the grid so that 

every column, every anone 

is repeated.

BOUNTY 
BRANDING 
IRON 
CATTLE 
CAVALRY 
CORRAL 
COWPOKE 
GAMBLER 
GOLDRUSH 

GUNFIGHT 
HOLSTER 
HORSE 
LASSO 
LYNCHING 
MARSHAL 
OUTLAW 
POSSE 
RUSTLER 

SADDLE 
SALOON 
SHERIFF 
SPURS 
STAMPEDE 
STETSON 
WAGON 
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Colouring

Answers

Wordsearch Codeword

ACROSS
1. It’s very important to appear 

excited about the new amour 
(9)

8. See you cash in (7)
9. Went back drained of energy 

anew (7)
10. It’s farewell, after splitting up 

(7)
13. Just as brief as before? Not 

now! (2,6)
14. Rip, having found to be 

mostly wrong (4)
16. For each job, a licence is 

required (10)
20. Coming to a wrong 

conclusion abroad (4)
22. In case, in the MI, one gets 

distances from it (4)
24. Cuts, by minutes, the music 

(4-6)
28. Have a drink at the end of 

“Milk Wood” (4)
29. Said, as before, on balance the 

date should be changed (8)
31. Lets one little man walk round 

the back way (7)
34. Save the green belt round the 

A55 (7)
35. Still in the former little 

wardrobe (7)
36. Hope the girl is out, but one 

has one’s doubts (9)

Super Cryptic Clues 

Yesterday’s Solutions

Across: 3 Pedestrian; 8 Savona; 
9 Airs; 10 Misterming; 11 Tea; 
13 Fair;  14 Titania; 15 Know; 
17 Mewed; 20 Dwell; 22 Saga; 
24 Reliant; 25 Cave; 27 Ado; 
28 Pardonable; 29 Vera; 30 
Number; 31 Streak past.

Down: 1 Palisade; 2 Porter; 
3 Patrick; 4 Denim; 5 Snag; 6 
Instance; 7 Not at all; 12 Stud; 14 
Twig; 16 Nest; 17 Mermaids; 18 
Walk-over; 19 Draw; 21 Levelled; 
23 Account; 25 Claims; 26 Arena; 
28 Pack.

DOWN
1. Puts the responsibility for the 

upset on food (7)
2. Left the terrier, perhaps, to 

catch the snake (7)
3. Doctor, the boy is not very 

intelligent (5)
4. Will go nude and in the sun’s 

turned a funny red (7)
5. Bag in which some will stand 

upright (4)
6. What led you to put two and 

two together? (4)
7. Something you could join in 

but don’t? (7)
11. Some golf balls (6)
12. Try to stimulate a drop-out (4)
15. Figure the Welshman out to 

be an artist (4)
17. Was very sorry she had taken 

the grid out (3)
18. The child holding the thing is 

myself (4)
19. Hole made by a little slug (6)
21. The second caught during the 

week-end in the river (3)
22. During the break, Peg cracked 

a joke (3-4)
23. The best part is bringing up 

the animals (4)
25. Eggs from the cupboards (7)
26. Injure a girl with the sword (7)
27. Dad’s lost by three points, 

which makes one unhappy (7)
30. Building worker brought back 

only to be fired again (5)
32. Gather it’s suitable (4)
33. Appear in “The Rose, Emblem 

of England” (4)
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The Spice Girls

The Spice Girls are apparently reuniting to pursue new 

projects.

If this sounds familiar, yes, we’ve heard this sort of thing on 

a number of previous occasions. Last year, for example, Geri 

Horner, Emma Bunton and Melanie Brown were supposedly 

getting together as Spice Girls GEM to perform concerts and 

record new material. Of course, it didn’t happen.

So, why should this time be any diff erent? Well, this 

reunion involves all five Spice Girls. Despite being asked to 

participate, Melanie Chisholm and Victoria Beckham had no 

involvement with Spice Girls GEM. It was even reported that 

Victoria intended to take legal action against Geri, Emma and 

Mel B to prevent them performing Spice Girls songs.

The new enterprise also involves a great deal of money. 

Word is that each girl will receive ten million GBP without 

even having to perform a concert. Masterminded by their 

former manager, Simon Fuller, the deals apparently include 

hosting and judging a new talent show, other television work, 

a variety of endorsement contracts and a new compilation 

album. The latter may perhaps include one or two new 

songs.

At present, this is just speculation. But all five girls, plus 

Simon Fuller, recently spent a day together at Geri’s house 

and there was more to discuss than the latest news about 

their respective children. Indeed, Mel C confirmed the group 

had debated the possibility of reunion projects but said 

everything was in the early stages with nothing set in stone.

The news sparked interest among Spice Girls fans in Britain. 

Sales and streams of their 2007 Greatest Hits album rose by 

more than 200 per cent returning the LP to the U.K. albums 

chart top 100 for the first time in five years. The album can 

be heard in full at www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6GipCeuH6s

&list=PL10p0p1NCBGGGj3O9J-tnCvWPlB2ySqHI.

Nadine Coyle

Well, sort of. Former Girls Aloud star Nadine Coyle has 

announced details of what fans can expect from her 

forthcoming British Isles concert tour. In response to pleas 

from Girls Aloud fans who want to hear the group’s songs 

played live again, Nadine will perform classic Girls Aloud hits 

in addition to her own solo material.

“I love the Girls Aloud songs and get messages all the time 

from fans who want to hear them in concert,” Nadine stated. 

“So, I’m giving them what they want. The concerts will be 

one big party night out. All the hits the fans love plus the new 

songs I’ve been working on over the last few years.”

Nadine released a new single, Go To Work, last September. 

Despite good reviews, the track was only available as a digital 

download and made little impression on the charts. The song 

video is posted at www.youtube.com/watch?v=a60eCadP1Fo.

She is back now with another single, Girls On Fire. As yet, 

there is no accompanying video but a live performance 

filmed at the Nightingale club in Birmingham can be seen at 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIVu4jUn3FE.

Puma Blue

Jacob Allen’s falsetto vocals have caused confusion among 

some music fans. Those who have perhaps heard just one 

song or not seen Jacob and his band perform live have 

wondered if the voice belongs to a woman rather than a 

man.

Puma Blue were first heard on record last year with the 

release of their debut EP, Swum Baby. Although the record 

did not sell particularly well, the eclectic sound of soul and 

R&B infused with jazz certainly attracted the attention of 

music critics. The EP was acclaimed as one of 2017’s most 

essential listens.

All five tracks on Swum Baby can be heard at www.youtube.

com/watch?v=7USlOw7aeL0. A video for lead single, Want 

Me, is at www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTAvEQvkao0 while the 

video for second single, (She’s) Just A Phase, can be found at 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGLV2ZnveB4.

If you enjoy the EP and would like to hear more from the 

south London-based outfit, Puma Blue have just released a 

new song, Only Trying 2 Tell U. The accompanying video is 

posted at www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsvyuqWAJEo.

By Geoff rey Rowlands

S
eldom do BBC Sound of... 
poll winners quickly translate 
winning the award into 
signifi cant chart success. It is 
usually several months before 

the triumphant artist makes their debut 
in the upper reaches of the singles or 
albums charts.

Sigrid has become the exception. 
Just weeks after being named winner of 
the Sound of 2018 poll, the Norwegian 
singer, songwriter and musician fi nds 
herself in the UK top ten with her single, 
Strangers.

Co-written by Sigrid and producer 
/ songwriter Martin Sjolie, she has 
recently gained massive publicity by 
performing Strangers on a number of 
British television and radio shows. 

“I’ve been very lucky to have so many 
opportunities to promote my work after 
winning the Sound of 2018,” smiled 
21-year-old Sigrid, full name Sigrid 
Solbakk Raabe. “All any artist can ask for 
is the chance to have people hear their 
work and then hope they will buy your 
song if they like it.”

The video for Strangers was 
uploaded to YouTube on November 
30. After a relatively slow start, 
viewing numbers increased rapidly 
following the announcement of Sigrid 
winning the Sound of 2018 poll. The 
total is now approaching nine million 
views.

“I’m obviously really happy with 
the reaction to Strangers. But I’m also 

conscious of not wanting to just have 
one big hit song on the back of winning 
the poll. I’m working on the songs for 
my debut album and I know they have to 
be top quality.”

Music has been a big part of Sigrid’s 
life since childhood. Although they were 
not professionals, her parents were both 
musical. Her father taught her to play 
guitar while Sigrid’s mother used to sing 
her to sleep. They even played a major 
role in pushing her towards a career in 
music.

“I’d always loved music but I’d done 
well at school and was interested in 
teaching or even becoming a lawyer. I 
was actually set to study for a law degree 
at university when my parents had a talk 
with me.

“They said they thought I should try 
for a music career. They told me I would 
regret it all my life if I didn’t at least give 
it a shot.”

Her older brother, Tellef, also played 
his part in setting Sigrid on the road to 
stardom.

“He saw things in me that I hadn’t 
seen in myself. I was very shy as a young 
child but I started to do children’s 
theatre when I was six and actually felt 
comfortable on stage. I learned piano 
and would play covers of songs by artists 
like Coldplay, Keane and especially 
Adele. But I would change the melody or 
the chords just to make it more my own.

“Tellef was a musician and asked me 
to join him on one of his shows. He knew 
I was confi dent enough to go on stage 
but he said he didn’t want me to just do 
one of my favourite Adele songs. He said 
I had to write a song of my own. I guess 

he realised I had something in me and I 
just needed that little push to create my 
own songs.”

Sigrid’s early career was a little 
disappointing. Beginning at 16, her 
songs such as Sun, Two Fish and Known 
You Forever were played on radio but 
made no impact on the Norwegian 
charts. Despite this, she made a positive 
enough impression to earn deals with 
Petroleum Records and then with the 
major label Island Records.

Her debut single for Island, Don’t Kill 
My Vibe, became Sigrid’s breakthrough 
track.

“I wrote that song about a bad 
experience in the recording studio. I 
was working with older musicians who 
basically patronised me and made mean 
comments. I didn’t say anything at the 
time but all the frustration and anger 
poured out when I was writing the 
lyrics.”

Three more songs accompanied Don’t 
Kill My Vibe on Sigrid’s debut EP. The 
other single Plot Twist only charted 
in Belgium. But the overall quality of 
Sigrid’s work was enough to convince 
the 173 music insiders plus a number of 
past Sound of... winners and nominees 
that she deserved top spot in the Sound 
of 2018 poll. Her success now with 
“Strangers” eff ectively confi rms their 
opinion.

“I love Adele, who won the Sound 
of... poll ten years ago. She has gone on 
to have an amazing career. It would be 
great if I could follow in her footsteps. 
But if I can achieve anything remotely 
like Adele’s success then I will be very 
happy indeed.”

Sigrid’s Strangers 
shines in UK charts

EXCEPTIONAL: The Norwegian singer, just weeks after winning the Sound of 2018 poll, finds herself in the UK top ten.

in 
brief
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A resident to run alone around 
Qatar in record breaking attempt
P

ierre Daniel is a resident of Qatar 
and plans to run over 439km 
around the country in seven 
days. His run will start from 
February 18 and will end on 

February 24.
The run aims at showing the power of the 

human spirit, highlighting the beauty of 
Qatar and encouraging a healthier lifestyle.

The challenge, including an official 
world record attempt is presented by MBM 
Transport and with key partners Katara and 
Aspire. Pierre Daniel is a French national 
and has been living in Qatar for over 10 
years. He will run to circumnavigate Qatar’s 
border covering over 439 kilometres.

Additionally, during the challenge, on 
days three to five, Pierre will attempt to set 
a new official world record for the fastest 
run north to south in Qatar.

Pierre will be undertaking the challenge 
alone, receiving no assistance from his 
support team, who will only be capturing 
key moments of the run to share the 
challenge with the people.

Throughout the challenge, Pierre 
will carry all his clothing and necessary 
supplies. However, he must source his 
water along the way, either from farms or 
local population he passes, with distances 
as far as 50km to travel from one water 
source to another.

His entire equipment and food supply 
for the challenge weighs only 7.515kg 
(without water) but he will carry at times an 
additional 10kg of water.

During the challenge, supporters can 
follow Pierre via a unique tracking portal 
developed by Aspire Zone’s IT team, 
which will show live tracking of Pierre’s 
progress including distance covered, speed, 
heartrate.

On his challenge, Pierre comments, ‘The 

idea of running around Qatar was born from 
my admiration for Qatar and adventure. I 
have had the most amazing time enjoying 
the natural beauty of Qatar over the last 
decade. The austere nature, simplicity of 
the geography and the harmony of colours 
reveal many secret beauties to appreciate. 
The natural beauty of Qatar is something 
that most take for granted and don’t 
explore, hopefully in sharing the challenge 
more people will go out to discover Qatar.

He continues, ‘I have done many walks 
and runs across the country and the 

world, completing the famous Marathon 
Des Sables in Morocco last year but that 
was a mere 250km, so this run around 
Qatar seems to be the ultimate challenge. 
Running long distances in solitary 
offers a spiritual experience, there’s a 
lot of introspection and it takes a huge 
commitment and suffering and it helps me 
appreciate the sacredness of life and its 
fragility.

He adds, “As someone who has only been 
an endurance athlete for the last couple of 
years, I hope this shows the true potential 

of the human spirit when one commits and 
inspires people to push themselves further 
than they believed possible.”

Saeed Mohamed Nazeer, representative 
of MBM transport, the presenting partner 
of this challenge, comments, “MBM has a 
philosophy of being with you all the way, 
and we are proud to support Pierre as he 
goes all the way around Qatar in tribute 
of our great nation and its beauty and the 
potential of all Qatari residents.”

Pierre will start his challenge on 18 
February at 7:00am from Katara.

IESL holds annual general meeting
The 4th annual general meeting of the Institution of Engineers Sri Lanka (IESL), Qatar chapter, was 
recently held at Oryx Rotana Hotel.  Sri Lankan Ambassador to Qatar A S P Liyanage was the chief 
guest on the occasion while IESL President Prof Niranjanie Rathnayake was the guest of honour. IESL is 
the apex body for engineering in Sri Lanka regulating the engineering practices inside the country.

The event started with the welcome speech by Jagath Gunasekara, chairman of the IESL’s Qatar 
chapter. Speeches by the chief guest and the guest of honour were followed by the technical 
presentations delivered by the chapter’s engineers. The IESL’s Qatar chapter also elected new off ice 
bearers during the meeting.
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